FOCUSING ON
INDOOR/OUTDOOR
LIVING
DE LA COSTA RESIDENCE
LUCAS DESIGN ASSOCIATES
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“One of the most successful elements of the

design is how the home takes full advantage of
the site by focusing on indoor/outdoor living.

“

Located on the La Jolla coast, California
and inspired by the client’s 160-foot
private yacht, Lucas Design Associates
created a home with multiple outdoor
living spaces perfect for entertaining.
Centred around a 50-foot wall that opens
up the entire main floor of the home
to breath taking oceanfront views, the
spacious residence acts as a sanctuary
for the client. LDA incorporated a sunken
seating entry area, an outdoor dining
terrace and a lowered oceanfront pool and
seating area to maximise exterior space
and create seamless indoor/outdoor
living within this coastal, modern home.
The 8,500 square foot home has four
bedrooms and seven bathrooms. Simple,
bold lines, textural materials and custom
furniture create a warm, inviting and
causal yet sophisticated living experience.
A self-made entrepreneur, the owner
of the property spends his summers in
Europe but this home in La Jolla is his
primary residence. He has embarked
on multiple building projects from other
residences to a custom 160-foot yacht and
is design and construction savvy - to say
the least. His experience in construction,
depth of knowledge, and style pushed
the design of this home. His ultimate goal
was to create an escape for his family and
friends -- a place to enjoy the ocean, and
each other, in a private, relaxing setting.
The residence is perfect for hosting
gatherings and spending afternoons on
the terraces and is one of the few homes
on this part of the coastline with access to
a small, private sandy beach.
One of the most successful elements
of the design is how the home takes
full advantage of the site by focusing
on indoor/outdoor living. While in the
neighbourhood setting, the house
maintains an elevated sense of privacy
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both when you’re inside of the residence
and when you’re enjoying the outdoor
areas due to thoughtful architecture and
design decisions.
The design is successful because of its
discipline to a limited palette. For a home
of its size, it maintains unity through a
restrained use of material changes and
an emphasis on quality of materials and
construction detailing. The blurring of
lines between furniture and architecture
creates a more interesting and dynamic
use of spaces as well.
Two defining design elements of this
project include the 50-foot sliding glass
wall and the teak built-ins inspired by our
client’s yacht. These features, along with
the various outdoor living spaces and pool
overlooking the ocean, offer a connection
to the coastal setting.
Numerous custom pieces were designed
and made for this home. LDA collaborated
with several local craftsmen from Urban
Hardwoods, Mayer Designs Inc., Village
Interiors, Custom Woodworks Inc. & BC
Custom Upholstery to create customised
furniture and soft goods to emphasise
luxury and comfort for the client. Most
notably are the flame sprayed nickel
panels by Mayer Designs Inc., the heat
textured metal panels by Flying Anvil
Studio and the custom suede/leather
master bedroom wall by BC Custom
Upholstery. LDA collaborated with
Sutherland to design The Gallery Table,
featured on the outdoor dining terrace
as well. Inspired by minimalist sculpture,
this exterior dining table features an
interesting blend of teak, stone and metal.
The sectional sofa, lounge chairs and
barrel chairs were created by A.Rudin,
a Los Angeles-based family-owned
business fabricating custom furniture
of exceptional quality and comfort,

where dedicated craftspeople maintain
a tradition of fine craftsmanship, using
old-world skills elsewhere forgotten, to
produce custom furniture and interpret
classic seating to suit personal tastes and
today’s interiors.
This project has recently seen Lucas
Design Associates shortlisted in several
categories in The International Design &
Architecture Awards 2019, to be held in
London in September. Speaking about
their awards submission, David Lucas,
Founding Partner and Creative Director
of LDA said “This award submission
process has given us time to reflect on
what a special project this was, both in
its complex challenges and in the design
solutions we incorporated. This project
would not have been possible without
the close collaboration between our
design firm, House Design Architects, Hill
Construction Company and the many local
craftsmen who contributed numerous
bespoke elements to this private
residence”.
When discussing the importance of
the Awards David added, “We feel the
International Design & Architecture
awards are important because they
showcase innovation and diversity
in design and unite the global design
community. These prestigious awards
offer a fantastic opportunity for global
recognition as well as unparalleled
exposure for designers from around the
world. We are honoured to be considered
for these awards and believe this is an
important opportunity to not only highlight
our team’s accomplishments and further
establish our position in the design
industry but also to recognize the hard
work and dedication of the many local
craftsmen in our community who helped
turn our designs into realities”.
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